Your neighbor – greedy Pandemic Profiteer, Moderna CEO Stéphane Bancel – has pocketed $408 million since 2020 by selling Moderna stock. …all while denying lifesaving mRNA vaccine technology to the rest of the world affected by COVID-19.

Under Bancel, Moderna has:

• Used $1.3 billion of U.S. taxpayer money to make the vaccines. Now it expects to profit from it by at least $19B in 2022 revenue.

• Only sent 1 million vaccine doses to help low-income countries; Pfizer and J&J have sent 8.4M and 25M, respectively.

• Charged struggling middle-income countries more than the wealthy U.S. and European Union.

Let Mr. Bancel and Moderna know their actions are unacceptable by using this QR code to tweet at them today!